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Mean Tweets, Hard Critics
IT’S NO SURPRISE THERE IS CRUELTY ALL AROUND US.
SO HOW DO WE DEAL WITH IT?

M a r k  F o w l e rU P  F R O N T

Before I begin, I’d like to preface this column with the fact that I am not a psychologist. Yet, I’ve noticed
something over the years that seems universal to the majority of the human race. It doesn’t matter how
many rave reviews or praise and applause one receives, because the second they receive negative feedback,
the good no longer matters. We remember the bad.

I have a good friend who is an author and her work is usually always met with positive reviews. However,
one particular time she received a negative comment that really ate at her. She could not let it go no matter
how much we reassured her of her talent. We sat in disbelief at how much it impacted her. How can one
bad review wipe out dozens of good ones? Then it happened to me.

What Did You Hear?

Throughout my time in the industry I have done a number of presentations and webinars. I often get a lot of
questions and comments, which I don’t mind at all. One particular time after I had concluded a webinar, a
viewer was confused by something he had heard. He had thought maybe he heard me wrong. I assured him
that he heard me right. I even went into greater detail with some independent data to help explain what I had
said. But, he wasn’t happy. He responded with, “You are an idiot, a dinosaur and deserve to be extinct.”

At �rst, I was certain that I had read his response wrong, but I did not. The comment burrowed under my
skin and began to fester and like a mosquito bite, I could not resist the urge to scratch. Which in turn just
made it worse. That was when my author friend laughed and said, “Not so easy to just let those comments
go is it?” I had to acknowledge that she was right. We both agreed that ignoring it is best though it is di�cult
to do.

Jimmy Kimmel Live has a reoccurring segment called “Celebrities Read Mean Tweets” in which Kimmel
invites celebrities to read aloud to his audience the mean tweets about them. Most are funny and the
celebrities for the most part just laugh it off. But I wonder how many of them were actually hurt by the
tweets?

One of the celebrities featured on the segment was actor Benedict Cumberbatch. The tweet he read about
himself said, “If you think Benedict Cumberbatch is attractive, I’m guessing you’d also quite enjoy staring
directly at a cat’s anus.”

Cumberbatch laughed it off and said “Well someone did, and she put a ring on it,” and then he stuck his
ringer �nger up displaying the wedding ring. It was funny. Yet it was also sad because something about the
way Cumberbatch responded showed me that he was actually a little hurt by the tweet. I suspect the mean
tweeter was pleased that Cumberbatch seemed affected.

Not Everyone Agrees (the Same)

I recently did a program, and again the reviews were mostly positive. Then I got one that was not positive as
the person misinterpreted what I had said. I replied and tried to be civil. Unfortunately, he had other plans
and I had to resort to telling him to just not contact me anymore.

At this point, you may be asking yourself what the point of this column is. As contractors, it’s inevitable that
one day you’ll have a customer that won’t be pleased, even if you did everything right. So it’s important that
in this industry we take the negative feedback and learn from it, but we don’t allow it to overshadow all the
positive work we have done, and all the positive reviews we’ve also received. We have to prepare and be
tough.  

The other and more sobering reason is our teenagers. We hear about cyberbullying all the time. This is not
something we had to worry about when we were teenagers. The young people today are more vulnerable to
bullying than ever before, and there are multiple mediums now where bullying can occur. A lot of these
young people don’t have the life experience needed to recognize, that just because someone says something
about you, it doesn’t make it true. Many of our teens today may not have a support system they can turn to
when times get tough or when people get mean. So, it’s our job to help guide them through this crazy little
thing we call life. If you have or know a teenager, talk to them and point out to them the people who are
there to help.

If this editorial helps at least one person understand that even us older, seasoned pros have to learn to
ignore the cruelty of the world, then my time writing “Up Fronts” has been worth every second. Be safe, be
well, and be decent to each other.  

Opening Background Image Credit: uschools / iStock / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Mark Fowler joined Walls & Ceilings as editorial director in 2006. Fowler grew up in the construction business and has held a number of
positions in different companies and associations. He spent 11 years with the Northwest Wall and Ceiling Bureau before moving to his
position with Soltner Group Architects in Seattle. Fowler is currently the executive director of the Stucco Manufacturers Association. He can be
reached at Mark@markfowler.org.
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Heartland Acoustics & Interiors
Expands in Seattle
Heartland Acoustics & Interiors has expanded its footprint to a new market.
The specialty subcontractor headquartered in Colorado o�cially announced
the acquisition of Seattle-based Forrest Sound Products LLC. The merger
adds to the strength of the company with more industry professionals for
their valued clients in multiple markets.

“We are excited to join forces with Forrest Sound Products and continue the
legacy FSP has built in the Seattle market,” said Jason Gordon, CEO of
Heartland Acoustics & Interiors.

“FSP has built a strong presence over its twenty-year history in Seattle,
working with recognized general contractors on many signi�cant projects,”
said Doug Bixel, president of FSP.

Heartland General Manager Joseph Roberson said, “This is a big step for both
companies. By adding an o�ce based in the upper northwest, Heartland will
be able to serve our clients more e�ciently on a national scale.”

No jobs will be lost as a result of the transaction. In fact, Heartland is
implementing plans to increase hiring to better meet the expected market
expansion. Gordon said, “We're excited at the growth potential for us in
Seattle and the surrounding areas.”

USGBC Announces Live Event
The U.S. Green Building Council announced USGBC Live 2022, an annual
event series designed to help prepare and inspire building industry
practitioners and change-makers including USGBC members, LEED users and
credential holders to accelerate the transition to green buildings, cities and
communities.

The 2022 USGBC Live schedule includes two regional experiences leading up
to the main event:

USGBC Live: Boston Forum, Boston, April

USGBC Live: Minneapolis Forum, Minneapolis, May

The main USGBC Live event will take place in a hybrid (virtual and in-person)
format in Washington, D.C., June

“USGBC Live brings our community together to provide insight and input into
the future of green building and LEED,” said Peter Templeton, president & CEO,
USGBC. “The future is about scaling up—it’s about delivering the bene�ts of
green building to everyone. It’s about ensuring all of our community members
from building designers to policymakers and building occupants to real estate
investors, are contributing to creating a better built environment.”

The green building industry is evolving quickly and seeking innovative
solutions to address the parallel crises of Covid-19, climate change, social
inequity, supply chain disruptions and more. USGBC Live attendees will learn
how members of our community are tackling these challenges and
leveraging LEED and green building strategies to meet industry,
organizational and community goals for sustainability, resilience, health and
equity.

“We know we must act with speed to translate and operationalize bold ideas
into practical actions. We must share learning and de�ne pathways that
enable our entire community to overcome barriers and achieve greater
progress. As we look ahead, we must continue to empower our community’s
commitment to a more sustainable future with the expertise, innovation and
inspiration required to build it,” added Templeton.

USGBC has opened a call for proposals and is seeking sessions related to a
wide range of green building topics that showcase LEED projects and case
studies. Topics include stories, outcomes and goals related to: Arc; affordable
housing; building performance; community, city and neighborhood
development; energy e�ciency; decarbonization; policy & advocacy; health &
well-being; net zero; materials; resilience; social equity; regenerative design
and more. USGBC is accepting proposals until Feb. 7 for both in-person and
virtual session delivery at the events taking place April through June.

Registration for USGBC Live will open in February. Visit usgbc-live.org to
learn more.

Construction Firms See Growing
Demand
Construction contractors expect increasing demand for numerous types of
projects in 2022 despite ongoing supply chain and labor challenges, as most
�rms plan to add workers this year, according to survey results released by
the Associated General Contractors of America and Sage. The �ndings are
detailed in Expecting Growth While Coping with the Lingering Impacts of the
Pandemic: The 2022 Construction Hiring & Business Outlook.

“Contractors are, overall, very optimistic about the outlook for the
construction industry in 2022,” said Stephen E. Sandherr, the association's
chief executive o�cer. “While contractors face challenges this year, most of
those will be centered on the need to keep pace with growing demand for
construction projects.”

The percentage of respondents who expect a market segment to expand
exceeds the percentage who expect it to contract—known as the net reading
—in 15 of the 17 categories of projects included in the survey. Contractors are
most optimistic about the market for highway and bridge construction, which
has a net reading of positive 57 percent. They are similarly optimistic about
transit, rail and airports projects, with a net reading of 51 percent, and water
and sewer projects, with a net reading of 50 percent.

These segments all stand to see increased federal investments because of
the recently passed Bipartisan Infrastructure bill. Contractors are also upbeat
about demand for federal construction projects, with a net reading of 37
percent, and power construction, with a net reading of 29 percent.

The highest expectations among predominantly private-sector categories,
with a net reading of 41 percent each, are for warehouses and other
healthcare facilities, which includes clinics, testing facilities and medical labs.
The outlook for hospital construction is also strong, with a net reading of 38
percent.

Contractors were also optimistic about multifamily residential construction,
with a net reading of 32 percent, and manufacturing construction, with a net
reading of 27 percent. Expectations were more subdued, however, for public
buildings, with a net reading of 20 percent; kindergarten through 12th grade
school construction, with a net reading of 19 percent; higher education
facilities, with a 16 percent net reading; and lodging, with a 6 percent net
reading. Only two categories received negative net readings, both of -8
percent: retail and private o�ce construction.

Optimism about growing demand for many types of construction projects is
leading many �rms to plan to hire workers this year. Seventy-four percent of
respondents expect their �rms will expand headcount in 2022, compared to
just 9 percent that who expect a decrease. Forty-seven percent of �rms
expect to increase their headcount by 10 percent or less. However, 22 percent
say their headcount will grow by 11 to 25 percent and 5 percent anticipate an
increase of more than 25 percent.

Adding those workers will be a challenge, however. An overwhelming 83
percent report they are having a hard time �lling some or all salaried or hourly
craft positions, compared to only 8 percent who say they are having no
di�culty. And three-fourths of respondents say it will continue to be hard to
hire or will become harder to hire this year.

The pandemic continues to impact the construction industry, association
o�cials noted. Eighty-four percent of respondents report costs have been
higher than anticipated, while 72 percent say projects have taken longer than
anticipated because of the pandemic. As a result, 69 percent have put higher
prices into bids or contracts, while 44 percent have speci�ed longer
completion times.

Supply chain bottlenecks are also impacting construction. Only 10 percent of
�rms report they have not had any signi�cant supply chain problems. Sixty-
one percent have turned to alternative suppliers for materials and 48 percent
have speci�ed alternative materials or products.

Rising construction costs and slowing schedules have contributed to a
signi�cant number of project delays and cancellations. Forty-six percent of
contractors report having a project delayed in 2021 but rescheduled, while 32
percent had a project postponed or canceled that has not been rescheduled.

“The last two years have become increasingly unpredictable, due in large part
to the coronavirus and public o�cials’ varied reactions to it,” said Ken
Simonson, the association's chief economist. “But, assuming current trends
hold, 2022 should be a relatively strong year for the construction industry.”

O�cials with Sage noted that �rms are being more strategic about
information technology as they try to remain competitive in the current
environment. Sixty-one percent of contractors indicate they currently have a
formal IT plan that supports business objectives. An additional 7 percent plan
to create a formal plan in 2022.

“Amid the challenges the industry faces, technology plays an essential role in
keeping teams connected and projects moving,” said Dustin Stephens, vice
president of Construction and Real Estate, Sage. “The past few years have
highlighted just how crucial mobile and cloud-based solutions are, and we will
continue to see these technologies play an integral role in helping
construction �rms bounce back.”

Stephens added that most �rms plan to keep their technology investment
about the same as last year. When asked whether they planned to increase or
decrease investment or stay the same in 15 different types of technologies,
the majority of respondents – ranging between 69 and 89 percent – said their
investments would remain the same.

Association o�cials urged public o�cials to take steps to help the industry
recover in 2022 and avoid measures that will undermine the sector. They
noted that the Biden administration’s vaccine mandates will prompt many
vaccine-hesitant workers to leave the relatively few employers covered by the
orders and move to smaller �rms that are not covered by the rule and employ
over 60 percent of the industry’s workforce.

L&W Supply Acquires Homes
Drywall Supply
L&W Supply Corp. announced that it has acquired the assets of Holmes
Drywall Supply with locations in Kansas City, Mo., Lee's Summit, Mo., and
Topeka, Kan.

By acquiring Holmes, L&W Supply will increase its team of experienced
associates and strengthen its presence in eastern Kansas. With the
acquisition, L&W Supply now has three locations in the Kansas City and
Topeka markets.

Founded as a family business in 1967, Holmes Drywall Supply is one of the
area's largest distributors of drywall, metal studs, insulation and acoustical
ceiling products serving commercial and residential contractors. The Holmes
associates will continue to work at the locations, ensuring customers receive
seamless access to the products and expertise they need to run their
businesses.

“This acquisition allows L&W Supply to enhance our service to commercial
customers and build deeper relationships with contractors and residential
builders in the Kansas City and Topeka areas,” said Curt Jenkins, vice
president of L&W Supply’s Central Region. “We are excited to welcome the
Holmes associates to the L&W Supply family. Their commitment to
customers over the past 54 years has made them a leader in the market.”

CEMCO Restructures FAS Product
Line
Given the high demand for �re- and sound-rated drywall accessories, as well
as fully cured joint �restop devices, CEMCO will focus its attention and
production resources on Fire Gasket, Sound Gasket, Fire Bead, 093X,
SuperSeal-X, HOTROD TYPE X, HOTROD XL, Smoke and Sound Stop, and
FireRip. In order to maintain the high level of service and delivery of quality
products to all our customers, CEMCO will discontinue the following
products:

DDA and DDA-1

Exterior Slotted Track

FAS Track 1000

FAS Track 1000 BT

FAS Track 1000 DL

FAS J-Track/FAS J-Runner

Tab Track

For technical assistance with any of CEMCO’s joint �restopping products, feel
free to contact Don Pilz (dpilz@cemcosteel.com) or Akira Usami
(ausami@cemcosteel.com).

MAX USA Celebrating 80-Year
Anniversary
Since 1942, MAX has been recognized, worldwide, as a manufacturer of high-
end industrial tools and o�ce products. MAX product engineers concentrate
on developing products with highly innovative and durable features to support
the ever-evolving needs of the professionals that use them. MAX entered the
North American market with construction products in 1964, private labeling
tools, then with the MAX brand in 1994.

Spackle by Dave Coverly

People News

L&W Supply has announced
that Nick Popma has been
promoted to the position of
business manager (interiors) for
L&W Supply’s West Region.

Armstrong World Industries
announced that Austin So will
join AWI as senior vice
president, general counsel and
secretary.

Polyvision Inc. announced the
appointment of Kevin McCoy

as CEO.

KAI Design is pleased to
announce the hiring of Charles

Hoffmann, AIA as senior
project architect at its Dallas-
Fort Worth, Texas, o�ce.
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Product Focus on
Framing Systems & Accessories

Shaft Wall Stud System
CEMCO
The company’s CT Shaft Wall Stud System is an integral part of
construction projects, and has been tested with most major drywall
manufacturers, as well with ASTM, IBC, CBC, AISI, and ICC-ESR report
4934. The studs meet 2021 IBC/IRC per ICC-ESR 4934. The system is
ideal for �re-rated shaftwalls, stairwells and horizontal ceilings. The
company has received con�rmation from ICC’s Evaluation Service that its
CT Shaftwall studs are code compliant with the 2021 IBC/IRC. ICC-ESR
4943 is available for download at cemcosteel.com in the “Evaluation
Reports” section. Available in the following con�gurations, CEMCO is
ready to ship from all four facilities:

2½ inch, 33 mil/40 ksi.

4 inch, 33 mil/40 ksi and 43 mil/40 ksi.

6 inch, 33 mil/40 ksi and 43 mil/40 ksi.

For more information, visit cemcosteel.com.

Drywall Track System
Telling Industries
The VersaDry Track System allows drywall to sit 2 inches off
the �oor on a steel shelf, mitigating moisture and mold issues,
while also preventing baseboard gypsum damage during
construction and for the life of the building. Its �re-rated
designs eliminate the need for caulk, resulting in a cost and
labor savings. All VersaDry products offer improved track
acoustical performance. The track is currently available in 1- or
2-piece designs with single or double-sided options that can
accommodate 1 or 2 pieces of gypsum per side. For more
information, please visit buildstrong.com.

Core & Shell Shade Pockets
Armstrong Ceiling & Wall Solutions
Axiom Core & Shell Shade Pockets allow building owners to
provide a consistent “base” perimeter shade pocket installation
throughout a building, while still allowing �exibility for future
ceiling systems selected by the tenants. Made from extruded
aluminum, the pre-engineered pockets integrate with both
acoustical and drywall ceilings, and allow for an integrated
transition between the wall and future ceiling system. By
replacing the framing, boarding, taping, mudding, sanding, and
painting commonly used for shade pockets, the products
provide quality control at the perimeter and reduce the risk
associated with �eld fabrication. For additional information,
visit www.armstrongceilings.com/coreandshell.

Head-of-Wall Drift Clip
Simpson Strong-Tie
The HWDC head-of-wall drift-clip connector is used to secure
the head of a wall to the bottom of a slab or beam. The unique
design allows anchor screws to be installed closer to the bend,
providing a stronger and stiffer connection while also allowing
horizontal and vertical movement during seismic and high-
wind events. HWDC5.25 provides anchorage location options
with a third slot providing a solution for clips overhanging
beam �anges. The connectors are an optimal solution for
adding strength to window or door jambs at head-of-wall
connections. Tested load values are provided for anchorage to
steel and concrete. Its features include:

Unique design and placement of the anchorage slots
allows for closer attachment of anchorage to the clip
bend, providing increased load capacity;

The HWDC5.25 clip has three slots located at the
anchorage leg allowing for attachment at the outer slots
(anchorage pattern—centered) for maximum capacity or
anchorage to the adjacent slots (anchorage pattern—off
center) for walls that overhang the edge-angle or beam-
edge;

Stiffening ribs are placed in between anchorage slots
through the bend to provide additional strength and
stiffness.

For more information, visit strongtie.com.

Commercial-Grade Coil Strapping
ClarkDietrich
Adding to its industry-leading lineup of clips and connectors,
the company now offers a multi-purpose, commercial-grade
coil strapping product for wall framing and �oor joist
applications. The commercial strapping takes the guesswork
out of bracing, as the coil comes standard with pre-punched
holes to speed up installation and improve overall installation
costs. Product differentiators, such as pre-punched holes, user-
friendly packaging and coming in a variety of lengths, all
makes a contractor’s job easier.  

The commercial strapping are available in 1 through 2½
inches, as well as 3 inch widths, and comes in lengths ranging
from 100 to 200 feet. The new strapping product is also
available in both 18 and 20 gauge options. For more
information, visit clarkdietrich.com.

Collated Metal Framing Screws
Kyocera SENCO Industrial Tools
The company’s collated 3/4-inch metal-to-metal fasteners are
suitable for heavy and light steel framing applications. The
company offers a pan-head screw with a .34-inch T4 drill tip
and a high-torque rex-drive recess, allowing penetration of up
to 12 gauge steel. For lighter steel applications, a low-pro�le,
modi�ed truss head screw with a .22-inch drill tip and a Philips
recess is available. The forged and hardened drill tips
penetrate quickly, and the 22-TPI thread provides a secure
hold. All SENCO screws are collated for use in auto-feed screw
drivers with a torque-controlled or depth-sensitive clutch to
prevent over-driving, such as the DuraSpin systems. For more
information, visit senco.com.  

Hammer-locked Curves
Flex-Ability Concepts
Forming the right curve and maintaining it during installation is
made easier with the Hammer-Lock feature of Flex-C Trac. The
product allows curved walls, so�ts, columns, arches and “S”
curves to be created. Flex-C Trac is �rst curved to the desired
design. The pivotal sections make it easy to create the curve
with no uneven or �at spots. On a hard surface, the Hammer-
Lock tabs are then hammered into place to embed them into
the web and secure the shape. For added strength, self-tapping
screws can be embedded into the side of the Flex-C Trac.
Labor and material cost savings are among the greatest
product bene�ts. For more information, visit
�exabilityconcepts.com.

Light-weight Truss System
MiTek
Ultra-Span Floor Trusses are non-combustible, light weight
and available in from a minimum depth of 12-inches. The
trusses are fabricated to exact dimensions to eliminate waste,
and our fully-engineered designs assure fast construction. The
trusses are compatible with a wide range of bearing materials
and conditions, have UL-Rated Assemblies, IIC and STC Sound
ratings and can be con�gured in custom designs that include
loading conditions speci�c to your project. The design
�exibility, speed to delivery and strength and stability of cold
formed steel trusses is unmatched in the construction
industry. Find out more at mii.com.
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Valli Forged
BUILDING LEGACIES FOR THE NEXT GENERATION OF CONTRACTORS
AS TRADES AND MATERIALS EVOLVE. By John Wyatt

The construction industry is traditionally focused on family—whether it’s a multi-generational building �rm or
supplier, or a crew who becomes like family working side by side each day. They’re all working to create a
better home environment for families. This common thread is no different for Valli Moore, president of RBH
Insulation, a successful insulation installer in the Southern California market, who is now grooming her
daughter Sarah Vignery to eventually take the helm. Vignery currently handles Human Resources for the
company, while she and her husband are raising a two young children at home.  

Valli had humble beginnings as a 16-year old writing up estimates for a large construction company. When
she joined RBH Insulation, a series of good decisions and fortunate events led her up the chain to become
President, winning the respect of some tough, old-school trade pros. She said she values her installers and
treats them like gold, providing them with great bene�ts and paid vacations.  

 

“I treat people like I want to be treated,” she says. “They don’t make hard workers like this anymore. A lot of
younger people are not interested in working with their hands or doing hard labor. I’m not sure what’s going
to happen with labor in the industry.” 

 

Valli has learned to keep customers �rst and expects the same from her new hires. “I always inform anyone
that comes to work for us, if the customer wants to talk to you, you spend time with them.” 

 

Future Labor Issues Rely on Innovation

Based in Hawthorne, Calif., RBH has a mix of residential and commercial new construction and remodeling
jobs, but in California, that means tearing down and gutting the home. “Very few “from the ground-up” new
homes are being built,” she explains.

Although Valli’s employees have stuck with her for decades even through the pandemic, she has seen
building crews dwindle, at a time when home improvement skyrocketed unexpectedly during the pandemic.
She’s also seen innovations in the marketplace to alleviate labor issues, including insulation.

“We’ve relied on �berglass batt insulation for years and are always on the lookout for new products and
installation methods,” she said. “In fact, in the past few months, we were able to �eld test the next
generation of this material, PINK Next Gen Fiberglas insulation from Owens Corning. It’s a nice material, soft
and easy to handle and gets my workers on to the next job quickly.”

For homeowners, Valli pointed to the value per inch of �berglass and good sound reduction from the exterior
as well as room to room.

“We had great results with this new material on the Gary Sinise Foundation’s R.I.S.E. program house in Vista,
Calif., a charity for injured veterans.”

Gary Sinise, the actor and humanitarian known from the �lm Forrest Gump, founded the charity to help
injured veterans and �rst responders, by adapting their homes to their individual needs. Valli and RBH have
donated their services to two of the foundation’s homes.

Safety is Key for RBH

For Valli and RBH, safety is twofold: she wants her workers to be safe and comfortable, and for customers
to feel good about what is behind their walls.

“We think about worker safety in our warehouse and on the jobsite before anything else, she said. We also
care about the planet and try to be good to the environment.”

Valli and her workers stay away from any products containing harsh chemicals. They look for products with
no funky odors, low VOCs and less dust—avoiding any materials that are not good to work around. She
wants her customers to feel good about what is behind their walls.

“We care about the health of our crew, the homeowner and the planet,” Valli says.

Insulation Materials Quality Impacts Bottom Line

Valli emphasized the importance of a quality insulation job, because nothing gets done until the insulation is
installed. She stressed the quality of materials on her jobsites as being number one, and says it never pays
to skimp. Price is important, but ease of installation and performance are a must to keep the job moving.

“If it’s cheap and takes my guys three days longer to install, it's not worth it. It has to have good recovery and
thickness to do the job right.

One of the most important quality aspects of a good �berglass batt, she explained, is recovery; that is how it
regains its shape and thickness out of the bag where it gets compressed. Recovery is make or break on a
job, explains Valli, so you don’t have to double up on layers.

“If the �berglass batt doesn’t regain its thickness, you have to double it—that’s double the material and
double the labor. It’s money out the door. And, if it’s not a six-sided installation, it won’t pass inspection.”

For a California contractor, that means with Title 24’s new QII standards, (Quality Insulation Inspection) RBH
has had to very cautious about their recovery, cuts and install. Valli has ingeniously gotten ahead of
inspections by introducing them to their batt insulation material before they see it on a job.

“They know our jobs, our workers and that we do quality work. It’s very rare, but there’s nothing worse to
slow down a job than not passing inspections,” says Valli.

She explains that like dominoes, every sub-contractor gets backlogged when an inspection fails.

Future of the Trades

While market innovation has alleviated some of the labor issues, Valli remains diligent about getting
younger people into the industry, like her daughter Sarah and other bright young women and men. She even
goes to high schools and vo-techs to try to build interest in the trades.

“You can make really good money in this business, and not have college debt," says Valli. "Or adults can
switch careers and choose to leave the stress of the corporate world behind. It’s a healthy wage and if you
work for a great company like mine, you get bene�ts and that is so very important.”

For Valli, it all comes down to hard work that you can be proud of.

“What I love about this business is the sense of pride and community, to drive through a neighborhood and
say, oh we installed the insulation on their renovation or their attic,” she says.

She plans to use the best materials possible and hire the best people, as she prepares the next generation to
continue to take RBH Insulation to the next level. Keeping it in the family.

Images courtesy of Owens Corning.
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DECARBONIZATION
FUNDAMENTALS

THE PIVOTAL ROLE OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY VIA HIGH-PERFORMANCE
INSULATION IN THE DECARBONIZATION OF BUILDINGS.

By Doug Brady

With numerous sources of data pointing to a warming planet, there is little doubt climate change is real and
that it is progressing rapidly. Most global climate scientists agree the main cause is human expansion of the
greenhouse effect, the warming that occurs when the atmosphere traps heat radiating from Earth toward
space. The planet’s warming has led to numerous hurricanes, droughts, tsunamis, ocean acidi�cation, and
the decline of non-human species, all valid reasons to reduce emissions and the greenhouse effect.

The scienti�c community identi�es the primary cause of human-induced greenhouse gas emissions as
fossil fuel burning. A leading cause of fossil fuel use is buildings, thus the decarbonization of buildings is
fundamental to the future health of the planet. Luckily, there are available solutions, including the application
of high-performance insulations such as spray polyurethane foam in the building envelope.

Consequences of a Warming Earth

2020 was the second warmest year on record for the globe. The year’s economic recession, instigated by the
COVID-19 pandemic, likely reduced carbon emissions by about 7 percent. However, without the slowdown,
the 2020 temperature increase would have been the highest on record, according to Pieter Tans of NOAA’s
Global Monitoring Laboratory.

Extreme consequences of warming are visible. The 2017 Atlantic Hurricane Season brought Hurricane
Maria’s decimation of Puerto Rico; Maria and Irma’s damage in the Virgin Islands; and Hurricane Harvey’s
destruction over Texas, Louisiana and the Tennessee and Ohio Valleys. In 2019, Hurricane Dorian became
the worst natural disaster to strike the Bahamas. August 2021’s Hurricane Ida left over one million people in
Louisiana without power before bringing catastrophic rainfall to the northeastern United States, creating
casualties across numerous states, �ooding New York City’s subway system and halting air travel.

In 2018, California Camp and Woolsey �res burned more than a quarter million acres, destroying the town of
Paradise, claiming 89 lives. The state recorded its �rst giga-�re in October 2020 when the August Complex
�re scorched over one million acres. August 2021’s Dixie �re became the largest single �re in the state’s
history. Simultaneously, the Caldor Fire burned through thousands of acres of forest in California’s Sierra
Nevada.

Photo Credit: ghornephoto/iStock / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Buildings’ Emissions Contributions

C2ES’s 2018 Decarbonizing U.S. Buildings report �nds that fossil fuel combustion attributed to buildings
accounts for roughly 29 percent of total U.S. greenhouse gas emissions. The Deep Decarbonization of New
Buildings (2018) report found buildings use approximately 40 percent of energy produced in the U.S. and are
responsible for about 30 percent of the nation’s carbon dioxide emissions. These �ndings demonstrate an
alarming trend and assert a need for the building sector to address and employ more environmentally
responsible building and building use practices.

Energy Ef�ciency and the Building Envelope

The C2ES report indicates that improvements in energy e�ciency have led to emissions reductions in the
residential and commercial real estate sectors of 17.3 and 11.4 percent, respectively, since a 2005 peak,
pointing to energy e�ciency as a key driver in the effort to decarbonize buildings.

When looking at meaningful ways to conserve energy in structures, the building envelope takes center stage.
Optimal insulation of the envelope is key for preventing energy transfer, reducing energy consumption
attributed to heating and cooling the structure, and reducing emissions. However, not all insulations perform
equally well. R-value measures the ability to limit conductive heat �ow. However, conductive heat �ow is
only one heat transfer mechanism. Air leakage or heat transfer via convection is also important to regulate.
Controlling air leakage in a building can result in up to a 25 percent reduction in space conditioning energy
usage, something not possible using insulations that only address conduction heat �ow reduction.
Ultimately, an air-tight seal is as important as R-value in achieving energy e�ciency and reducing fossil fuel
driven emissions.

Closed cell spray polyurethane foam applied as continuous insulation.

Courtesy of Huntsman Building Solutions

Closed Cell Spray Polyurethane Foam

One of the highest performing insulation options available today, medium-density closed-cell spray foam
insulation performs remarkably well as a single-source solution for thermal, air, vapor and water control. As
a thermal insulator, closed cell SPF boasts one of the highest R-values per inch of all insulation options. The
material forms in-place and fully adheres, virtually eliminating cracks and gaps that leak air or water,
creating an airtight structure.

Closed cell SPF insulation protects the structure against mold and water damage, maintains indoor
temperatures, improves indoor air quality and dramatically reduces energy costs. The resulting high-
performance envelope offers greater comfort and signi�cantly reduces long-term heating and cooling
demands, emissions and energy costs. In fact, in accordance with one product’s EPD, closed cell SPF
reduces embodied carbon when compared to other types of insulation and is also much more effective in
reducing buildings’ operational carbon emissions.

Argument for Closed Cell Spray Foam in Continuous Insulation Applications

Generally speaking, a building will perform better in the area of energy e�ciency with the application of
continuous insulation on the exterior of side of the building envelope walls, when compared to the same
structure without it. Closed-cell spray foam (SPF) is ideally suited for continuous insulation applications and
can be used in both interior and exterior applications. It is also ideally utilized in smaller spaces where a
higher R-value is required or where severe moisture could be an issue.

Combining closed-cell spray polyurethane foam as continuous insulation on the exterior of the walls, along
with the application of spray foam insulation in the stud cavities, creates a building envelope which mirrors
a coat (continuous insulation) and a sweater (cavity insulation) acting in concert, and further optimizes the
energy e�ciency of the total building envelope.

Additional Solutions

Of course, to achieve meaningful emissions reductions in buildings, new structures must be designed and
built with high performance materials, while existing structures must be addressed through retro�ts.
Additional efforts that will help push the needle toward decarbonization of buildings include: a continued
push toward electri�cation, stringent building codes, support for climate change policies, greater e�ciency
of the mechanical equipment in buildings, more �nancial and tax incentives, wider adoption of energy
monitoring technologies, and, ultimately, better education of builders, contractors and consumers.
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Design For Art’s Sake
TWO CUSTOM CEILINGS HELPED REJUVENATE THE TIME-HONORED DESIGN OF AN ITALIAN ARCHITECT
WHILE ENHANCING THE DENVER ART MUSEUM EXPERIENCE WITH MODERN UPGRADES.
By Robert Marshall

Renovating and expanding a world-renowned art museum designed by a well-known Italian architect
comes with its share of design challenges. But for the Denver Art Museum, an iconic institution of visual art,
it was a necessary revitalization effort to better serve the steady increase in foot tra�c that has now grown
to more than 800,000 annual visitors.  

One of the more iconic structures that grew from the museum’s late 20th century expansion is the Martin
Building. Formerly known as the North Building, it is a dramatic two-towered, eight-story, castle-like gallery
designed by Italian modernist Gio Ponti and completed in 1971. The design was a sharp departure from the
temple style often associated with gallery architecture.  

“If a museum has to protect works of art,” Ponti once famously noted, “isn’t it only right that it should be a
castle?”  

As part of a larger campus renovation, the museum’s leadership announced plans in 2016 for a signi�cant
overhaul of the Martin Building to keep pace with the increasing patronage. The goals were straightforward:
modernize the building to meet the demands of today’s museum-goers; align it visually and functionally with
its campus neighbors, the Hamilton Building and the Denver Central Library; and preserve the integrity of
Ponti’s original creative vision. Transforming those goals into a reality, however, was no small feat.  

“Our mantra for the revitalization effort was always, ‘What would Ponti do?’” says Stephanie Randazzo
Dwyer, principal at Boston’s Machado Silvetti, who, along with Denver’s Fentress Architects, served as the
architectural team behind the renovation. “At Denver Art Museum, Ponti employed unusual and incredibly
striking combinations of triangular shapes and curved shapes in everything from the exterior form of the
building to a one-of-a-kind stainless steel entrance portal, to huge elliptical scoops cut out of the top of the
building. Our vision was to hew as close as possible to all of Ponti’s details, while upgrading technical
systems, increasing vertical transportation capacity, upgrading the weather envelope, and ensuring
accessibility throughout the building.”  

All improvements were designed to heighten the gallery’s offerings and enhance the visitor experience. This
included the addition of the new Anna and John J. Sie Welcome Center, an elliptical structure with a glass
facade housing guest services, two dining options, a special corridor, and a second-level event space that
expands the museum’s functional versatility. 

While the welcome center enjoys an abundance of natural light, the design also called for the clever use of
interior arti�cial light to add to the visitor experience. One of Ponti’s central themes was light play: “I asked
the sun and the light and the sky to help me,” Ponti quipped of his design. More than a million re�ective
glass tiles cast light patterns across the exterior of the castle’s towers, while the seemingly randomized
fenestration mixes various window shapes and sizes into positions that add to the light play inside, and
strategically protect artwork from the deleterious effects of sunlight. 

Manipulating the welcome center’s arti�cial light with the same playfulness required similar innovation and
artistry to that which Ponti had employed—plus the right materials to execute it. That’s where two custom-
engineered, awe-inspiring ceilings come in.  

Creating Light from Above

A vast, glass-clad corridor connects the Welcome Center to the Martin Building’s gallery halls, offering a
panoramic view of the castle’s northern tower. Designers from Machado Silvetti and Fentress Architects
used the ceiling in this space as a creative canvas for light play.

By applying the look of Ponti’s fenestration to the corridor’s ceiling, the design team created an orderly but
randomized pattern of squares of arti�cial light that shine through the plenum, coupled with massive
rectangular skylights in an echo of the tiles and windows on the tower’s exterior. The effect provides
downward illumination while drawing the eye upward to the magni�cent skylights framing the tower in
picturesque form.

“We designed the ceiling as a perforated surface with an integrated lighting system,” says Randazzo Dwyer.
“The perforations in the surface essentially allow light to pass through the ceiling from a grid of LED lights
above.

Because traditional ceiling products were insu�cient for an installation of this scope, CertainTeed
Architectural was tapped to custom engineer an entirely new con�guration of lighting integration with �re-
rated medium density �berboard.

The �rst challenge was �nding a structured core material for the ceiling panels that would provide the level
of acoustical comfort required for a museum while allowing light transmission from behind the panel. Fully
engineered MDF lay-in panels were ultimately selected and perforated with hundreds of crisp, cleanly
�nished square holes to create the randomized pattern.

“The perforations are located all across the Main Hall ceiling, but the holes are denser at important areas,
such as the door to the restaurant or the elevator to the Event Space, says Randazzo-Dwyer. “When the
holes are denser, the light is brighter and thus the visual effect is like clouds of light marking points of
interest—a sort of subtle overhead way-�nding.”

The perforated panels were backed with the translucent acoustical light-diffusing fabric to allow the light
from �xtures within the plenum to emanate.

To prevent unwanted light from leaking through spaces between the panels, they were suspended from a
lay-in lift and shift suspension system and coupled with specially crafted splines to provide near seamless
joints that seal the system.

The result is a spectacular array of lights that is both visually stunning and functionally practical, providing
light, delight, and acoustical performance for this busy throughway.

Expanding Functionality

The ceiling design ingenuity carries through to the Welcome Center’s second-�oor events space.

With the center’s elliptical pro�le, the Events Space ceiling needed to maintain a �uid shape while providing
excellent acoustics to suit large gatherings. The design team relied on another high-performance and
design-forward product: Decoustics Claro, a malleable ceiling product that resembles plaster but offers
superb sound absorption.

The material was custom engineered into trapezoidal shapes that were pieced together in a puzzle fashion,
with recessed lighting at every adjoining corner. The combined tiles suit the structure’s unique elliptical
shape, culminating in a large recessed circular section at the space’s core, complete with a halo of arti�cial
light.

“The ceiling for this kind of designed �exibility is a major technical and aesthetic challenge,” says Randazzo
Dwyer. “It had to meet the technical needs of many different room con�gurations for gatherings, each with
their own unique requirements for air handling, rigging, lighting, audio, and visual systems.”

The panels were placed in a customized concealed aluminum suspension system that features a unique
torsion spring mechanism to facilitate panel placement, enabling a swifter installation and full downward
accessibility for maintenance and repairs. Special butter�y clips secure various �xtures within the plenum to
prevent them from being entangled in the hanger wires and rods that suspend the grid, all while providing a
monolithic visual on the ceiling surface below.

“Besides what the ceiling looks like for those inside, the all-glass walls mean that the Event Space ceiling is
seen by everyone who is outside,” explains Randazzo Dwyer. “It had to be functional and iconic for both the
interior and exterior.”

All About the Art

In the main castle section of the Martin Building, the gallery spaces serve a singular purpose: highlighting
and celebrating a world-renowned art collection.

The intent for the ceilings in the galleries was that they should recede and contribute to a sense of calm.
With their matte, non-re�ective black surface and exceptional acoustical control, Theatre Black f acoustical
panels—paired with a coordinating black suspension system—provide a sleek, modern look while
contributing to the peaceful gallery ambiance.

A Resounding Result

After more than a year of planning, testing, creating mock-ups, and developing design solutions, the
resulting ceilings in all areas of the museum are works of art in their own right—true testaments of design
ingenuity paired with creative installation.

“We began working with the manufacturer early in the design process and brought to the table many layers
of challenges with regards to maintenance, accessibility and the complex integration of lighting.” says
Randazzo Dwyer. “And each step of the way their team of engineers had helpful suggestions. The ceilings
manufacturer was right for this project because they have a great combination of technical knowledge and
design innovation in order to achieve custom elegant solutions to acoustical and accessible ceilings.”

All Images Credit: CertainTeed Architectural.

Robert Marshall is a senior technical manager for CertainTeed Architectural and a 45-year participant in the commercial ceiling industry.
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THE CASE FOR FIBERGLASS-REINFORCED PANELS.  By Amanda Storer  

Improved Performance,
Greater Durability

For buildings that manage food production or pharmaceutical manufacturing, the stakes are much higher
when it comes to selecting the right interior wall systems. These facilities have much more stringent
requirements when it comes to cleaning and sanitizing, making them harsh environments for walls and
ceilings. Long-term durability is critical. 

 

For such facilities, �berglass-reinforced panels are cost-effective, easy-to-install interior wall panel systems
that deliver lower maintenance requirements, stronger durability, improved chemical resistance and
maximum sanitation. While FRPs initially come with a higher price than steel panels, the advantages they
offer deliver cost savings and bene�ts over the long haul.  

Consider that FRPs are �exible and have a higher resistance quotient when compared to steel, making them
more resistant to impact. FRPs do not conduct electricity or break down from corrosives, therefore
bolstering safety.  

The greatest advantage FRPs deliver are corrosion resistance. Fiberglass does not corrode and offers a
longer life span than steel with direct exposure to acids, salt, oil, and other common corrosives that are ever-
present in environments charged with cold storage, food production, or the manufacturing of
pharmaceutical products. Despite frequent exposures to harsh substances, FRPs can last more than 20
years in the same environments and are lightweight and easy to install on site.  

FRP insulated metal wall panels take the case for durability to the next level. They are engineered with a
seamless joint to prevent water intrusion and bacterial growth. With pre-application of a �berglass-
reinforced plastic panel, FRP becomes even more resistant to a harsh environment, and the con�guration
minimizes maintenance. The seal system creates a durable bond, unlike silicone sealants that can
deteriorate under frequent cleanings. For food production, processing rooms, and pharmaceutical
manufacturing facilities with frequent wash-downs, this limits production pauses for resealing panels and
cleaning.  

 

Beyond being resistant to mold, mildew, and rot, FRP panels also offer a value proposition when it comes to
energy e�ciency. As an insulated metal panel, they deliver a superior R-value for any controlled environment,
meeting USDA and FSIS requirements. This makes them ideal for cold-storage and food processing
facilities.

Case in Point: Mortillaro Lobster

Gloucester, Mass., is home to Mortillaro Lobster Co. where they clean and ship lobsters around the world.
The 6,000-square-foot processing facility and lobster storage tank was updated in 2015 to expand
functionality for the company. The updated facility is used to unload fresh lobsters, bait, and other �sh, as
well as provide storage space and a packing area for fresh lobsters being readied for transport.

To ensure no ceiling seams aligned above the new tank and to provide optimal insulation, the project team
selected 30-foot CF-42 FRP CleanSeam panels to span the ceiling. The walls of the facility used the FRP
panels to deliver a durable, sanitary solution for easy cleaning.

“When a wall meets a ceiling, you typically have a piece of visible trim, but with FRP CleanSeam, you epoxy
caulk that seam, and it’s not visible at the joints, and you don’t see the corners or seams at all,” says Ed
Montani, sales engineer with Controlled Environment Systems, the installer for Mortillaro Lobster. “With this
FRP system, you’re not dealing with coated metal that corrodes. There are big advantages for high wash
down areas like the very salty environment for these lobsters.”  

FRP CleanSeam enables wall and partition panels to join seamlessly with a two-part caulk system, blending
the panels together to form a �ush surface hard seam. This system eliminates a penetrable space and
makes it more effective than surface-applied silicone seams that deteriorate under the rigorous cleaning
required to sanitize a place such as Mortillaro Lobster.

A Smart Business Case

FRP wall panels are versatile, low-maintenance, and resilient for high-use, harsh wash-down environments.
Utilizing FRP technology delivers a return on investment with no shutdowns for seam repair and cleaning,
and a more sanitary environment. That translates into less business interruption and long-term peace of
mind.  

Images courtesy of Metl-Span/Nucor Co.

Amanda Storer is the marketing brand manager for Metl-Span, part of the Nucor Co., based out of Lewisville,
Texas. She oversees all aspects of Metl-Span brand positioning in the marketplace, including strategic
messaging, digital presence and marketing tactics. Storer possesses more than 15 years of experience of
product management, marketing research and insights, key account development and sales within B2B
markets. She is the current co-chair of the MCA IMP Funders Marketing Committee.
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Fresh Interiors
ALLERGAN’S AUSTIN OFFICE’S HIGH-PERFORMANCE FUNCTIONALITY MEETS
INSPIRED INTERIORS WITH CEILING SYSTEMS.

Global pharmaceutical company, Allergan, opened its new regional Customer Operations Center of
Excellence in Riata Corporate Park in Austin, Texas. Spanning 107,000 square feet, �ve �oors and two
buildings, architect Perkins & Will designed fresh interiors to suit the company’s aesthetic and operational
needs. Construction manager Structure Tone Southwest and installing contractor Lasco Acoustics &
Drywall, Inc. ensured that the application and installation had as few hiccups as possible. Acoustic stone
wool ceiling panels were selected to create a high-end appearance with high-performance functionality.
Sustainable product speci�cation also was key in supporting the U.S. Green Building Council’s LEED v4.1
criteria for commercial interiors.

Presenting the premium look Perkins & Will sought with the required performance and sustainable
attributes, Rockfon Chicago Metallic Integrity 4200 double reveal 9/16-inch ceiling suspension system was
installed in Allergan’s conference rooms and o�ces. Paired with the smooth, white surface of Rockfon
Alaska acoustic stone wool 2-foot-by-2-foot panels, the complete ceiling system combines strength and
durability with optimized acoustics and light re�ection.

The heavy-duty suspension grid is fabricated with hot-dip galvanized steel and third-party certi�ed to meet
ASTM standards. The sound-absorbing Alaska ceiling panels are manufactured with stone wool, a material
produced from natural, abundant basalt rock and recycled content. Stone wool inherently resists �re,
moisture, humidity and does not support mold, mildew or other potentially harmful microorganisms.

Go Green

Supporting healthy indoor air quality, the ceiling tiles have earned UL GreenGuard Gold certi�cation for low
VOC emissions. They also achieve a NRC of 0.90 to provide an interior that encourages both team
cooperation and individual e�ciency. Concentration and comfort are affected directly by the noise within a
surrounding environment. This, in turn, in�uences accuracy, e�ciency, productivity and long-term wellbeing.
Even small changes in an acoustic experience may have a signi�cant impact on an employer’s bottom line.

Energy savings for building tenants and owners also can be gained by minimizing the need for electric
lighting through daylighting. The bright white surface of the ceiling panels re�ect 86 percent of the light,
enhancing and extending natural light more deeply into the o�ce interior. The diffused, re�ected light also
reduces eye strain and potential headaches for employees and decreases glare on their computer monitors
and screens, helping further improve productivity.

Early in the preconstruction phase, “Speci�c lighting, ceiling, controls and o�ce front systems were all
identi�ed in this process and collaboratively addressed with the design team and vendors to ensure the
desired design intent, cost and schedule were achieved," said the construction manager for Structure Tone
Southwest. Potential challenges were also addressed to minimize "schedule constraints and unexpected
costs from changing items once construction has begun.”

To avoid disruptions during construction, Structure Tone coordinated with the Riata building management
and existing occupants. Any noisy work, including the ceiling installation, was conducted outside of normal
business hours. Saving labor and time in the �eld allows the building interiors to be completed faster and
the space to be ready for occupancy more quickly.

Allergan’s Customer Operations Center of Excellence was completed as scheduled in April 2020. Occupying
two of the Riata campus’ eight buildings, Allergan’s o�ces are connected on the third �oor by a skybridge.
They contain a lobby, a barista bar and café area, plus the university training center, cool sculpting lab and
learning center. Allergan’s staff also has access to multiple �tness centers and other amenities within the
o�ce park.

Project Notes

Allergan – Austin O�ce
Riata Corporate Park, Austin, Texas

Architect: Perkins & Will; Austin, Texas; perkinswill.com/studio/austin

Construction manager: Structure Tone Southwest; Austin; stobuildinggroup.com

Installing contractor: Lasco Acoustics & Drywall, Inc.; Austin; lascoadi.com

Distributor: Action Gypsum Supply; Austin; actiongypsum.com

Ceiling systems – manufacturer: Rockfon; Chicago; rockfon.com

Images courtesy of Kevin Bowens Photography.
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Hilti’s Game-Changing Launch
HILTI UNVEILS NURON, AN ALL-NEW 22V CORDLESS PLATFORM WITH BUILT-IN
CONNECTIVITY, AND W&C TRAVELED TO EUROPE TO BE ONE OF THE FIRST IN
THE INDUSTRY TO SEE WHAT IT’S ALL ABOUT. By Hannah Belloli

A few months ago, I received a phone call that some might refer to as an once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.

On the other end of the line was Brand & Digital Marketing Manager, Public Relations Danielle Wilson, of Hilti
North America. She had asked me if I would like to attend a Hilti Innovation Experience ... in Switzerland and
Liechtenstein.

“Switzerland? Is there one in the U.S.?” I naively asked.

“No,” Wilson laughed and answered. “Switzerland, like in Europe.”

Of course, I wanted to go to Switzerland and Liechtenstein. Who wouldn’t? Yet, I couldn’t get my hopes up.
With COVID-19 regulations and the �uidity of our current state of world, I was sure I wouldn’t be actually
going to Switzerland or Liechtenstein. But, Walls & Ceilings Publisher Jill Bloom and I started the process
anyway.

At the Innovation Experience, we would get a chance to learn about Hilti Corporation innovations not yet
released to the public. There was something they wanted to unveil to only a select few in�uencers and
contractors in the industry. Something big.

I thought about the endless possibilities each day leading up the trip. I rarely gave myself a reality check and
thought about the possibility that I wouldn’t actually be going to Switzerland. No, my mind was made up. No
matter what, I would be at that Innovation Experience.

And that’s exactly what happened. Always at the ready for adventure, we departed in late October to
Switzerland with so many questions, and no real idea of what was in store. What I can say though, is that
what we saw exceeded all of our expectations.

So what exactly did Hilti reveal to our industry? Let me tell you all about it.

Jill and I along with the other in�uencers invited to the Innovation Experience as we �rst learned of Nuron.

Introducing Nuron

On our second to last day in Switzerland we were brought to Verrucano Mels, where Hilti employees Ruedi
Wagner and Andres Bong sat �reside with us to discuss Hilti’s commitment to innovation. Then, we were
led to a theater—with a walkway lit with red lights that contrasted marvelously with fog from the blue-lit
theatre that seeped into the hallway. With the anticipation at its peak, the curtain spread as the room
darkened, and a video introduced us to Nuron.

Contractors: Right now, before I go any further, I want you to take a second to think about the worst parts
about working on a jobsite. Did you think of the annoyances of working with tools—such as the many cords,
the short-battery life, tools getting lost or broken, the wear and tear it has on your body? Did you think of the
implementation of technology, and how it seems like you don’t have enough time nor workers to take
advantage of what construction tech can offer you?

Now, what if I told you that what Hilti revealed to us combats all of those problems and more? What if I told
you that not only did they release 70 tools, they also came up with a way to put all those tools on one battery
platform, reducing the need for multiple chargers while increasing safety and productivity? What if I told you
that they had also come up with a way to transfer and store your tools data, allowing you to check its
battery life, how often it’s used and, when and where the last time it was used was, and the only thing you
had to do was plug your tool in to charge. And lastly, what if I told you not only was Hilti bringing you all of
that, but all 70 of the tools were cordless. It sounds too good to be true. But guess what? It isn’t.

Red and white strobe lights lit the room as we learned about Nuron, a 22-volt cordless battery platform
touted for performance, health/safety, compatibility, and data-driven services, all without compromise.

Launching with more than 70 tools, Nuron enables Hilti customers to work on the jobsite fully cordless with
built in connectivity, while increasing safety and your tools’ jobsite durability.

After the video ended, Hilti Group CEO Christoph Loos stepped onto the stage and told us that breakthrough
innovation was part of Hilti’s DNA. Yet, never before has Hilti launched more than 70 tools at once with such
a strong “value proposition.”

“With Nuron we are launching an entirely new battery platform that provides a much higher performance, is
less complex, makes tool part management much easier, and provides additional safety features. Based on
a single battery system, it covers applications from light duty drilling all the way to heavy duty, concrete
chiseling and cutting,” Loos says.

“We hope that we have peaked your interest now to go deeper into unpacking our claim: cordless without
compromise.”

During our trip, we got the chance to meet many members of the Hilti team and do just that. We speci�cally
got the chance to talk to the Hilti employees that worked directly on Nuron, and were experts on those four
key factors of Nuron: performance, health and safety, compatibility and data-driven services.

Performance

Nuron offers one platform, for all your cordless
tools, and increased performance including run-
time, improved ergonomics for better working
comfort, more speed, and compatibility. And by the
way, this extends to the jackhammers, angle
grinders, and large combi-hammers—those are
cordless now, too.

Johannes Huber, executive vice president
DIAMOND Tools and Accessories at Hilti,
discussed with us what Nuron’s Performance
without compromise factor is all about.

Johannes Huber

Health and Safety

Not only have Nuron tools been newly developed
or thoroughly redesigned to achieve optimal
performance-to-weight ratio and ergonomics, all
applications now feature Hilti’s Dust Removal
Systems, while Active Vibration Reduction comes
as a standard, and Active Torque Control is
available with many more tools.

Michigan fan and Executive Vice President of
Fastening and Protection at Hilti, Ted
Przybylowicz, led the team on Health & Safety
during the design of Nuron.

Ted Przybylowicz

One Platform

As you’ve learned, Nuron features one platform for
all cordless tools. But, what does that mean for the
contractor? How does that change their day-to-day
jobsites?

We talked with Tassilo Deinzer, executive vice
president of Power Tools and Accessories at Hilti,
about what wall and ceiling contractors can expect
from everything being on one platform.

Tassilo Deinzer

Data-Driven Services

Now with all of the aforementioned, it wouldn’t be right if Hilti didn’t also give you a way to transmit your tool
data with Nuron.

Data-Driven Services without compromise is all about the ability to transmit all tool data including usage,
utilization, and location, and automatically downloaded it to the Hilti Cloud. To help you make informed
decisions, minimize downtime with proactive services, and optimize your tool crib.  

With technology still being so new within the industry, Hilti has to ensure that contractors didn’t have to
compromise time trying to �gure out the technology. They had to make the whole cordless system
intelligent, Michael Neidow, executive vice president of Tool Services and Software at Hilti, tells us.

Hilti Nuron batteries and chargers. Michael Neidow

Hands-On Day: What Tools to Look Forward To

The next day, we traveled to Liechtenstein to visit Hilti’s Global Headquarters where we were able to test out
all 70 Nuron tools.  

Early on, Jill and I decided we would be trying out any tool we could get our hands on. The �rst one being the
AG 6D-22.

I was feeling good and ready to try the angle grinder after two Hilti employees presented the tool to us and
explained the safety features (featuring ATC and a capacitive grip). Yet, after seeing them demonstrate use
of the tool and how many sparks came out of the application, I couldn’t help being a little nervous. But, I
stepped right up, put my gear on and used the angle grinder.

The AG 6D-22. Testing out the AG 6D-22 at Hilti’s headquarters.

Standing at 5 foot 2 inches, or as Jill likes to say about me, “small, petite, and economically compact,” it’s
important that when I use a tool, I feel like I am in control of it and it isn’t in control of me. Though work with
an angle grinder is normally a strenuous, annoying application, one that would normally leave wrists and
�ngers cramping within minutes, using the angle grinder from Nuron was seamless and simple. The
capacitive grip allowed for comfort and the ATC reduced worry that something might go wrong in the angle
grinder.

I guess now is as good a time as any to mention that I have arthritis. So, I was especially excited to hear
about the capacitive grip and ATC. Normally, I can’t even sift �our for longer than two minutes before I have
to give my �ngers and wrists a break. So, when I tell you that what Hilti set out to do with the capacitive grip
and ATC they actually accomplished, I’m not lying. After the application I felt no pain or tenderness in my
wrists or �ngers, and the AG 6D-22 is way heavier than a �our sifter.

Another tool that our contractors can get excited about is Nuron’s SID 6-22 Impact Driver.

The impact driver is a tool that gets a lot of use, whether it’s putting together a drywall track, overhead
fastening or what have you, it’s used all day long. So Hilti thought a lot about how they could make the
Impact Driver better with Nuron. They did this in three ways:

1. The performance of the tool: Hilti did this in two main ways. The �rst one being increasing the actual
setting speed by about 20 percent, and the second thing being increasing the trigger response time by
30 percent, which matters quite a lot if you are doing a thousand screws a day.

2. Ease of use: With the many applications impact drivers are used for, it was important to Hilti that the
ergonomics of the tool were perfect. They put a lot of work into the ergonomical feel of how the tool �ts
in the user’s hand, also adding a light ring to the driver for applications where sight is limited, bringing
outstanding application visibility for the professional.

3. Work per charge: The professional is now able to do all day work without having to recharge, which
enables contractors to do more work with less hassle.

The SID 6-22. Jill noted early on the SID 6-22’s ease of use.

ATC was incorporated across the Nuron platform wherever it made sense. For example, on its drill driver.
While you normally would have to worry about a wrist injury using a tool such as a drill driver, Nuron’s SF 6H-
22 Drill Driver features ATC so contractors can have faith that they are in control of the tool.  

We also got the opportunity to chat with Matt Jackson, senior director of marketing at Hilti, about more
tools our wall and ceiling contractors can look forward to.  

The SF 6H-22. Matt Jackson.

The Future of the Industry

What you learned today is only a preview of what’s to come. Nuron will make each day for the contractor
easier. The overall wear-and-tear labor has on the body will be minimized with features, such as active
torque control and capacitive grip, and the tool's ease-of-use, coupled with increased battery performance,
make all day work on the jobsite more productive and less strenuous. Contractors no longer have to stress
about incorporating construction technology into their jobsites. Nuron does all that for you. The whole
cordless platform is intelligent: each tool stores data on the battery while contractors are doing the work.
When that battery is removed and placed on the charger, the data is securely uploaded to the Cloud. Data
upload is fully integrated into the normal work �ow.

The SC 30WL-22 circular saw.

The best part about Nuron is that you don’t have to compromise anything to get everything it offers.
Contractors can have ultimate con�dence in its ability to uphold health & safety, performance, and data-
driven services, all on one platform. Everything in Nuron was designed speci�cally for the construction
customer. During its development, Hilti used real customers to test products and provide feedback on what
could be done better—what they wanted out of their tools—and Hilti listened. So customers can be con�dent
that people like them have already begun to reap the bene�ts of Nuron.

What Jill and I were able to experience in Switzerland was truly game-changing. At such a young age I was
able to see �rsthand how an entire industry can be revolutionized. We saw how Hilti cares for its customers
through how they cared for us and we were able to talk with some of the most prominent forces in the
industry. Speaking of prominent forces, we chatted with Hilti North America CEO Martina McIsaac, and you
can read all about that in our March eMagazine.

Visit hilti.com to view the entire Nuron platform. Nuron products will be on sale to U.S. and Canadian
customers in January, with shipments beginning in March.
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P R O D U C T / T E C H N O L O G Y

Buzz Guide
CERTAINTEEDARMSTRONGARMOURTONE

VAPROSHIELDTRIM-TEXPLASTIC COMPONENTS, INC.

Installer-Friendly InsulPure™All-Weather Installation

VaproShield CertainTeed

Finish in a Flash: How to Use Fast CapMeets New International Bldg Code

Plastic Components, Inc. Trim-Tex

Advanced Drywall Finishing Solutions

ArmourTone

Bend-N-Click SimpleSo�t™ Framing

Armstrong Ceiling & Wall Solutions
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Hemp as a Raw
Building Material
THE FARM TO GABLE MOVEMENT IS ON. HEMP IS CONVERTING
AGRICULTURE INTO ARCHITECTURE.

A R T  &  C R A F T  O F  P L A S T E R I N G P a t r i c k  W e b b

Imagine not just applying plaster as a protective and decorative �nish but as the primary material for the
walls themselves. In point of fact, we don’t have to imagine because many traditional building techniques
such as adobe, cob and rammed earth create what are essentially plaster walls and have been used
successfully for millennia.  

 

During the 20th century certain technological innovations led to further plaster construction techniques,
such as earthbag, earthship, and light-clay-straw which have found application and advancement in the
natural building community. In the late 19th century mechanical straw balers were commercialized in the
United States. It didn’t take long before high-plains farmers realized the insulative properties of these bales
as the animals in the unheated barns were keeping warmer than the family huddled around the hearth. The
�rst straw bale homes built in Nebraska are still standing. Although straw bales are not a plaster wall, a
thick coat of plaster inside and out is key to maintaining their longevity. 

 

It's exciting to see that the 21st century is making its own contribution in this regard with farmers once
again involved in its innovation. Hemp lime construction, sometimes referred to as “Hempcrete,” has been
up and running for a couple of decades in the U.K. and the E.U., and after a few early projects in North
America has received a major boost of interest and application from the recent, 2021 U.S. legalization of
industrial hemp after its initial ban in 1937. In this �rst article of a multi-part series, we'll brie�y discuss
hemp varieties and their markets, the properties of industrial hemp as a building material and what is
involved in processing it for construction. 

 

Hemp stalk showing separation of �ber from hurd.

Hemp and Cannabis

Hemp has been with humanity a long, long time. However, the speci�c variety of interest to us today for
building purposes was �rst classi�ed in 1753 as Cannabis Sativa by Swedish botanist Carl Linnaeus. We
actually bene�t from two words for the plant in English; hemp is of Germanic origin whereas cannabis
comes from Latin. However, in common use, “hemp” typically refers to the plant when cultivated and
processed for dietary, textile, and recently construction applications as distinguished from “cannabis” which
tends to be the name reserved for medicinal and recreational uses. Hemp happens to be a plant that is easy
to hybridize, as well, so as it turns out the different varieties have a large range of physical and chemical
differences.

Hemp grown for medicinal needs having a psychoactive component (from the compound THC) is typically
called cannabis. However, other medicinal hemp is cultivated to maximize another compound, CBD which is
not psychoactive at all yet offers further health bene�ts. Moreover, there is a large dietary market for the
hemp seed itself and oil derived from the seed that �nd both dietary and industrial applications. Industrial
hemp has negligible quantities of THC present, all of the biological energy going into the stalk of the plant
which in turn is harvested for both its exterior �ber and woody core. This latter varietal of industrial hemp is
the most interesting for Hempcrete construction.

Cannabis sativa by Franz Eugen Köhler, 1887.

Industrial Hemp

Hemp is an annual crop, like most other things growing in the spring and being harvested in late summer.
Time is allowed for the stalks to dry out away from the elements in preparation for processing. It's the stalk,
not the leaves or roots of the hemp plant that are used for construction. The whole stalk can be dried out
and chopped up; however, for ease of mixing as well as to decrease density while increasing the insulative
properties, usually it is preferred that the �ber be stripped off and only the woody core called the hurd or shiv
be used. This stripping of �ber off the stalk or “decortication” involves some heavy, specialized equipment
converting it into an industrial process. These are big plants growing to six, eight feet high or higher to
maximize �ber lengths and facilitate decortication. The �bre typically gets sold off for a higher price to be
used for rope, clothing, and other applications in the textile industry.

The hurd is essentially a waste material. But as they say waste not, want not, because hemp hurd is a great
material for us! After decortication, the hemp hurd is shifted and sorted into various long, medium, and
short lengths before bagging into supersacks or shrink-wrapped. At that point the hurd is ready to be
shipped off to a construction project. For hempcrete construction, hemp really is the primary ingredient in
the building. An entire tractor trailer load of hurd may be needed for an average-size home that is a
motivating market opportunity for potential hemp growers. The hurd is really just the woody core of the
plant; nevertheless, hemp exhibits a rapid growth cycle that timber can't match. Furthermore, hemp is a
great rotation for many other crops providing additional motivation for supply to increase.

With our brief introduction to this raw material complete, our next article will be ready to explore how hemp
hurd is combined with plaster binders, such as lime to convert it into a building material with amazing
properties.

Photos courtesy of South Bend Industrial Hemp

Patrick Webb is a traditional and ornamental plasterer currently instructing as Adjunct Professor of Architectural Plastering at the American
College of the Building Arts in Charleston, S.C. Additionally, he serves as senior technical consultant for heritage plaster manufacturer Plâtres
Vieujot, providing services to architects to assist them in properly specifying plaster and plaster systems. He can be reached at
webbp@buildingartscollege.us.
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Working Harder for Less:
The New Normal?
WHAT IS YOUR OUTLOOK FOR PROFITABILITY?
STEPS FOR THE MODERN CONTRACTOR.

M i c h a e l  K a p i c sI N D U S T R Y  V O I C E S

Imagine that you are just starting your own construction company and someone tells you that you will work
harder than you ever did and make less money. Plus, all of your company and personal assets will be at risk
every day. 

 

According to the Associated Builders and Contractors Con�dence Index, that is the reality construction
company owners face today. In its September 2021 survey, 81.5 percent of respondents said they expect
sales to increase or be unchanged, yet 64.1 percent expect pro�t margins to decrease or be unchanged.
That contrasts with only two years ago, the September 2019 survey, where 47.1 percent of respondents
expected �at or decreasing pro�t margins. Increasing revenues while decreasing pro�t is a treacherous path
that can lead to catastrophic results. The outlook for pro�tability promises to impact the industry for well
into 2022 and beyond. The time to take aggressive, proactive measures to counteract that trend is now. 

 

Avoiding the more-work, less-pro�t scenario is a challenge but it is one that can be accomplished through
an active, aggressive approach to enhancing your company’s ability to reach peak �nancial performance,
maximize company value and optimize �nancial returns to shareholders. You can take calculated, strategic
steps to ensure your company will outperform your competition:

Identifying weaknesses
could result in productivity
even greater than
knowing your strengths.

Assess Where One Stands Compared to Peers

You should know where you stand in your marketplace and be able to identify your areas of strength and
weakness. Identifying your strengths will help you �nd areas where you hold competitive advantages you
can use to outperform your competition. It may be as simple as a working capital position that keeps you
from having to cover the cost of borrowing against a line of credit or a leverage model that provides cost
savings.

Identifying weaknesses could result in productivity even greater than knowing your strengths. Taking
proactive steps to improve processes and controls can be the key to improving your bottom line.

For example, if your benchmarking study shows your company lags your competition in return on assets,
maybe you have too much invested in assets, like equipment, and should be shedding some of that. You
can identify where you can make improvements by monitoring these areas and implementing new
procedures to improve these measurements. Organizations do better and generate higher margins when
they focus on the areas they need to improve, while they use their strengths as a competitive advantage.

Know the Sweet Spot

Identify the characteristics of your work that most effectively use your assets to create the most pro�table
returns. You might perform well on jobs that price out at over $5 million but not so well in jobs where the
estimate is for less. You might do well in Ohio but you haven’t been pro�table in West Virginia. One crew
might prove pro�table and another not. Your analysis will help you identify the type of customer, size and
locations of jobs, and project managers that will produce the most pro�table results. This step could be the
most vital of all of the proactive procedures your company can put into place.

The wrong type of work can produce deceptive results: top-line growth while the bottom line slowly erodes.
Monitoring your projects regularly and using the information to identify the jobs that deliver maximum
returns will help you �nd more of the work your company performs pro�tably. As well, the more focused you
are on your sweet spot, the better you’ll be at pricing and estimating.

Every company has a “sweet spot’ and knowing yours is vital to your success. It is particularly critical in
times of increasing sales volume to ensure you are focusing on your most pro�table jobs.

Train Your Project Management Team

Construction companies spend more money than companies in any other industry training their employees.
They focus on skills and safety. But training doesn’t end there. The project management team controls your
jobs and plays a large role in their success or failure. Investing time into this type of training will produce a
project management team that not only knows how to get a job done but also knows how to do so in a
manner that maximizes return. Scope creep is a common problem, where additional work and materials
requested at the worksite get done but don’t get billed.

Companies bene�t substantially by investing in training that teaches project managers how to deal with
such issues as scope creep, which gives them the tools they need to drive the activities that improve return
on the jobs they are responsible for managing. Your project management team, the people most responsible
for the success or failure of a project, should be trained to execute their work in a way that will maximize
company pro�ts.

Analyze Overhead Costs

Overhead is a large part of your costs. All successful contractors have a �rm grasp on their direct costs:
materials, subcontractors and labor hours. But what about insurance, equipment repairs and maintenance,
deprecation and other overhead costs that can be the difference between pro�t and loss? One bad job can
cancel out a year of hard work. If you devote time to fully understanding the costs that make up your
overhead, you will be able to bid jobs more effectively, thereby increasing pro�ts.

Know how your general and administrative costs are trending and why. What are your o�ce expenses?
Many are �xed costs and more predictable and constant, but even small upward trends in these costs over
the years can erode razor-thin pro�ts. This section of a contractor’s income statement is an area where
many contractors believe spending to be out of their control. Identify the areas of concern: Are the o�ce
wages you pay consistent with your current needs? Do you review employee bene�ts costs at renewal
times?  Is the �rst step in taking action to control these costs? Once these areas are identi�ed, speci�c plans
can be put into place that will allow a company to regain control and ensure that the expenses are
necessary and helping to promote pro�tability.

Successful contractors keep their eye on these costs and understand how small changes in those areas can
affect their bottom lines.

Align Culture With Company Goals

It is critical to allocate resources to ensure your company has a culture that promotes the activities that will
produce successful results. The culture of an organization has a deep, lasting impact on their success. Is
communication open and honest, and does it encourage good relationships between management and �eld
personnel? Have you considered sharing �nancial information with employees that might encourage them
to be more concerned about pro�tability and e�ciency? Devoting time and energy to ensuring your company
has the right culture in place is a necessary step to pro�tability and one that many times is overlooked.
Companies that take the time to focus on enhancing their culture have greater success and less turnover
than those that don’t.

These are challenging times. Construction companies are facing more obstacles to their success than ever.
Be aggressive. Attack the status quo. Solidify the �nancial standing of your company. And buck the trend of
working harder for less money.

Pull Quote Image Credit: kali9 / E+ via Getty Images.

Mike Kapics, CPA, CCIFP, is a principal in the Youngstown, Ohio, o�ce of HBK CPAs & Consultants and has been with the �rm since 2001. He
is the national director of the �rm's Construction Solutions Group. In addition to his CCIFP distinction, Kapics is a member of the Builders
Association, serves as treasurer of the Construction Accounting Network and is a member of the Ohio Contractor’s Association.
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Industry Blue Book
Premium Sponsorships

Below are the premium listings from our Blue Book directory.  
 For a complete list of companies and products, go to

www.wconline.com/bluebook
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Flannery Inc.
7400 Oak Grove Rd.

Fort Worth , TX 76140
(800) 765-7585

info@�annerytrim.com
https://www.�annerytrim.com

C L I C K  H E R E

to see all product photos, downloads, and more!

Flannery focuses its efforts on manufacturing a range of Aluminum trim products designed to complement 
interior and exterior wall systems as well as suspended ceilings. 

Product Categories

Acoustical Ceilings

Acoustical Suspension Systems

 Beads & Reveals

 Crown

 Decorative

 Decorative Products

 Drywall Suspension Systems

 Exterior

 Exterior Fasteners

 Exterior Trim/Accessories

Gypsum Board Accessories

 Hand Tools

 Interior

 Metal

 Plaster Accessories

 Taping Tools

 Trim/Accessories

 Vinyl/Plastic

Expansion Control Joint Systems

tel:(800) 765-7585
mailto:info@flannerytrim.com?Subject=
https://www.flannerytrim.com/
https://www.flannerytrim.com/
http://www.wconline.com/directories/2740-blue-book/listing/2624-flannery-inc
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Gypsum Management & Supply (GMS)
100 Crescent Centre Pkwy., Ste. 800

Tucker, GA 30084
(800) 392-4619
info@gms.com

https://www.gms.com

C L I C K  H E R E

to see all product photos, downloads, and more!

GMS is the leading independent building products distributor in the United States supporting our nationwide 
network of locally managed companies in their service of contractors, builders and the do-it-yourself builder.

Product Categories

Safety/Personal Protection/Fall Protection

Sound Masking

Acoustical Ceilings

Acoustical Treatment

Basic Finish Materials & Methods

Board Fireproo�ng

Building Insulation

Ceilings

Cold-Formed Metal Framing

Composite Panels

Equipment

Expansion Control

Exterior Insulation & Finish Systems (EIFS)

Exterior Wall Assemblies

Fastening Equipment

Firestopping

Gypsum Board

Hand Tools

Joint Sealants

Joint Sealers

Lasers

Material Handling/Cranes

Metal Fastenings

Plaster & Gypsum Board

Power Tools

Safety/Personal Protection

Specialty Ceilings

Taping Tools

Tool Storage

Vapor Retarders

Wallboard Forks

Waterproo�ng

tel:(800) 392-4619
mailto:info@gms.com?Subject=
https://www.gms.com/
https://www.gms.com/
http://www.wconline.com/directories/2740-blue-book/listing/2516-gypsum-management-supply-gms
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L&W Supply
300 S. Riverside Plaza, Ste. 200

Chicago, IL 60606
(312) 764-5852

lwwebmaster@lwsupply.com
https://www.lwsupply.com

C L I C K  H E R E

to see all product photos, downloads, and more!

As one of the nation’s largest distributors of gypsum wallboard, ceilings, steel and other building materials, 
L&W Supply is dedicated to providing our customers with the right products and solutions, delivered safely 
to the right place at the right time.  We operate across the US - visit lwsupply.com for locations. 

Product Categories

Acoustical Ceilings

Acoustical Treatment

Basic Finish Materials & Methods

Building Insulation

Ceilings

Cold-Formed Metal Framing

Expansion Control

Exterior Insulation & Finish Systems (EIFS)

Firestopping

Gypsum Board

Hand Tools

Joint Sealants

Lasers

Metal Fastenings

Plaster & Gypsum Board

Power Tools

Specialty Ceilings

Spray Equipment

Taping Tools

Tool Storage

Vapor Retarders

tel:(312) 764-5852
mailto:lwwebmaster@lwsupply.com?Subject=
https://www.lwsupply.com/
https://www.lwsupply.com/
http://www.wconline.com/directories/2740-blue-book/listing/2551-l-w-supply
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